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Abstract

We show two practical attacks against the Akelarre block cipher. The best
attack retrieves the 128-bit key using less than 100 chosen plaintexts and 242
o -line trial encryptions. Our attacks use a weakness in the round function
that preserves the parity of the input, a set of 1-round di erential characteristics with probability 1, and the lack of avalanche and one-way properties
in the key-schedule. We suggest some ways of xing these immediate weaknesses, but conclude that the algorithm should be abandoned in favor of
better-studied alternatives.

1 Description of Akelarre
Akelarre [AGMP96A, AGMP96B] is a 128-bit block cipher that uses the same
overall structure as idea [LMM91]; instead of idea's 16-bit sub-blocks Akelarre
uses 32-bit sub-blocks. Furthermore, Akelarre does not use modular multiplications, but instead uses a combination of a 128-bit key-dependent rotate at the
beginning of each round, and repeated key additions and data-dependent rotations in its MA-box (called an \addition-rotation structure" in Akelarre). 1
Akelarre is de ned for a variable-length key and a variable number of rounds. The
authors recommend using Akelarre with four rounds and a 128-bit key; this is the
version that we will cryptanalyze.

1.1 Encryption
An Akelarre encryption consists of an input transformation, a repeated round
function, and an output transformation (see gure 1).
The input transformation is de ned as follows:
Data-dependent rotations were rst used by Madryga [Mad84] and more recently in RC5
[Riv95].
1

Figure 1: Overview of the Akelarre block cipher

(1) The 128-bit plaintext is divided into four 32-bit sub-blocks: X1 , X2 , X3 ,
and X4 .
(2) These sub-blocks are combined with four sub-keys (all subkeys are de ned
as Z ( ) , where i is the round and j indicates the j th sub-key used in round i):
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R1(0)
R2(0)
R3(0)
R4(0)

:=
:=
:=
:=

X1 + Z1(0) mod 232
X2  Z2(0)
X3  Z3(0)
X4 + Z4(0) mod 232

These four sub-blocks provide the input to round 1.
Akelarre has v rounds. Each round (i = 1; : : : ; v) consists of the following steps:
(1) The four input sub-blocks R1( ,1) , R2( ,1) , R3( ,1) , and R4( ,1) are concatenated into one 128-bit block.
(2) The 128-bit block is rotated left a variable number of bits determined by
the least signi cant seven bits of Z1( ) .
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(3) The rotated 128-bit block is divided into four 32-bit sub-blocks: S1( ) , S2( ) ,
S3( ) , and S4( ) .
(4) Pairs of sub-blocks are xored to provide inputs to the addition-rotation
structure:
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i

i

P1( ) := S1( )  S3( )
P2( ) := S2( )  S4( )
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(5) P1( ) and P2( ) are combined with twelve 32-bit sub-keys, Z2( ) ; Z3( ) ; : : : ; Z13( ) ,
according to the addition-rotation structure described later. The output of
this structure consists of two 32-bit sub-blocks Q(1 ) and Q(2 ) .
(6) The four sub-blocks from Step 3 are xored with the outputs of the additionrotation structure:
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R1( )
R2( )
R3( )
R4( )
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S1( )  Q(2 )
S2( )  Q(1 )
S3( )  Q(2 )
S4( )  Q(1 )
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The sub-blocks R1( ) ; : : : ; R4( ) form the output of the round function.
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The output of the nal round forms the input to the output transformation, which
consists of the following steps:
(1) The output blocks of the vth round are concatinated into one 128-bit block.
(2) The 128-bit block is rotated left a variable number of bits determined by
the least signi cant seven bits of Z1( +1) .
v

(3) The rotated 128-bit block is divided into four sub-blocks: S1( +1) , S2( +1) ,
S3( +1) , and S4( +1) .
(4) The four sub-blocks are combined with four nal sub-keys:
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Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

:=
:=
:=
:=

S1( +1) + Z2( +1) mod 232
S2( +1)  Z3( +1)
S3( +1)  Z4( +1)
S4( +1) + Z5( +1) mod 232
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(5) The four sub-blocks, Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , and Y4 are concatenated to form the ciphertext.
All that remains is to specify the addition-rotation structure. We describe this
for completeness sake; our attack does not rely on any property of the additionrotation structure. The structure is formed by two columns; P1( ) is the input to
the rst column and P2( ) is the input to the second column. Each column works
as follows:
i

i

(1) The high 31 bits of P ( ) are rotated left a variable number of bits.
(2) The 32-bit output of the previous step is added to a sub-key.
(3) The low 31 bits of the result of the previous step are rotated left a variable
number of bits.
(4) The 32-bit output of the previous step is added to a sub-key.
(5) The high 31 bits of the result of the previous step are rotated left a variable
number of bits.
(6) The 32-bit output of the previous step is added to a sub-key.
(7) Steps 3 through 6 are repeated until there have been seven rotations and
six sub-key additions total.
i
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(8) The outputs of the two column are Q(1 ) and Q(2 ) .
i

i

Figure 2: Overview of the Akelarre key schedule
The sub-keys added in the rst column are Z8( ) ; Z9( ) ; : : : Z13( ) ; the sub-keys added
in the second column are Z2( ) ; Z3( ) ; : : : ; Z7( ) .
Let X [a::b] be the number formed by taking bits a through b from the integer X
(where we start our bit numbering at 0 for the least signi cant bit). The rotation
amounts of the second column are determined by P1( ) : the rst rotation amount
is P1( ) [4::0], the second rotation amount is P1( ) [9::5], the third rotation amount is
P1( ) [14::10], the fourth rotation amount is P1( ) [19..15], the fth rotation amount
is P1( ) [23..20], the sixth rotation amount is P1( ) [27..24], and the seventh rotation
amount is P1( ) [31::28]. The rotation amounts in the rst column are determined
in the same manner from Q(2 ) .
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1.2 Key Schedule
Akelarre requires 13v + 9 sub-keys (four for the input transformation, 13 for each
of the v rounds, and ve for the output transformation). These 32-bit sub-keys
are derived from a master key. The length of the master key can be any multiple
of 64 bits, although we limit our discussion to 128-bit master keys, which is
the key size suggested in [AGMP96A]. The description of the key schedule in
[AGMP96A] and [AGMP96B] are di erent; we base our discussion on the more
extensive description in [AGMP96A].
An overview of the key schedule is shown in gure 2. First, the master key is
divided into eight 16-bit sub-blocks, called k for i = 1; : : : ; 8. Each sub-block
is squared (yielding a 32-bit result), and then added mod 232 to a constant,
A0 = A49ED284(16) and A1 = 735203DE(16) . Let k(1) := k2 + A0 mod 232 and
k(1 ) := k2 + A1 mod 232 .
The rst eight sub-keys are generated as follows: The outermost bytes of k(1)
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form the two high-order bytes of sub-key K ; the outermost bytes of k((1 mod
8)+1
form the two low-order bytes of sub-key K . Thus, sub-key K is a function of
only k and k( mod 8)+1 .
The innermost bytes of k(1) are squared and added modulo 232 to A0 to generate
k(2) , and similarly the innermost bytes of k(1 ) are squared and added modulo 232
to A0 to generate k(2 ) . The second eight sub-keys are generated in the same way
the rst eight were. For i = 9; : : : ; 16, the outermost bytes of k(2)
,8 form the two
(2
)
high-order bytes of sub-key K ; the outermost bytes of k( mod 8)+1 form the two
low-order bytes of sub-key K .
This process is repeated, every round of the key schedule squares the middle
bytes of the k( ) and k( ) values and generates 8 additional sub-keys, untill all 61
required sub-keys have been generated.
After calculating all the K sub-keys, they are read sequentially to ll the Z ( ) keys
required for encryption; decryption keys are derived from these keys as required.
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2 Cryptanalysis of Akelarre
The pivotal observation is that the round function preserves the parity of the
input. The 128-bit rotate does not in uence the parity. The subsequent additionrotation structure xors each of its outputs twice into the data blocks, thus preserving parity. The only operations in Akelarre that a ect the parity of the input
are the input transformation and the output transformation. This allows us to
attack the key blocks involved in those transformations irrespective of the other
properties of the round function.
We implement a chosen plaintext attack in four phases. In the rst phase, we nd
most of the bits of two of the sub-keys of the output transformation. In the second
phase, we nd most of the bits of two of the sub-keys of the input transformation.
In the third phase, we exploit the key schedule to recover 80 bits of information
about the master key. In the fourth phase, we exhaustively search through all
remaining possible master keys.

2.1 Recovering Output Transformation Sub-Key Bits
We start by xing X1 = 0 and X4 = 0, and encrypting many blocks with random
values for X2 and X3 . Let P (; ; : : : ) denote the parity of the concatenation of all
its arguments (sum all the bits modulo 2). We de ne:

k := P (Z1(0) ; Z2(0) ; Z3(0) ; Z4(0) )
x := P (X2 ; X3 )
r := P (R1(0) ; : : : ; R4(0) )

It is easy to see that r = k  x.
As the round function is parity-invariant, we have r = P (R1( ) ; : : : ; R4( ) ) after v
rounds, and thus r = P (S1( +1) ; : : : ; S4( +1) ).
Let K1 := ,Z2( +1) mod 232 , and K4 := ,Z5( +1) mod 232 . This gives us
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r = P ((Y1 + K1 ) mod 232 ; Y2  Z3( +1) ; Y3  Z4( +1) ; (Y4 + K4) mod 232 )
v

v

Collecting all our formulae, we get

P ((Y1 + K1 ) mod 232 ; (Y4 + K4 ) mod 232 ) = k0  x  y

(1)

where k0 := k  P (Z3( +1) ; Z4( +1) ) and y := P (Y2 ; Y3 ). We de ne for any K ,
K  := K [30::0] to be the number formed by the least signi cant 31 bits of K . By
splitting of the most signi cant bits of the sum we can rewrite equation 1 as
v

v

P (Y1 + K1 ; Y4 + K4) = k00  x  y0
(2)
where k00 := k0  K1 [31]  K4 [31] and y0 := y  Y1 [31]  Y4 [31]. The value k00

depends only on the key, and will be the same for all of our encryptions. The
values x and y0 are known, as they only depend on the plaintext or ciphertext.
If we nd two encryptions i and j which have the same value for Y1 (i.e. Y1 =
Y1 ), then we can derive a sum-parity relation for K4. We get
;i

;j

P (Y4 + K4)  P (Y4 + K4) = x  x  y0  y0
;i

;j

i

j

i

j

(3)

Such an equation eliminates about half of the possible values for K4 . After 4  105
chosen plaintexts, we can expect about 37 separate collisions for Y1 , and thus
about 37 sum-parity relations for K4 . We can now exhaustively search the 231
possible values of K4 for a value that satis es all of the parity relations. Numerical
experiments indicate that 37 relations are usually enough to give a unique solution.
Once K4 has been found, every encryption that was done provides an equivalent
sum-parity relations for K1 , which allows us to exhaustively search for K1 . (The
order can of course be reversed, with collisions on Y4 giving sum-parity relations
for K1 , which allows us to recover K1 rst.)
Overall, this phase of the attack requires about 4  105 chosen plaintexts, and
232 exhaustive search steps to recover both K1 and K4 . Several re nements
are possible. The key schedule cannot generate all 232 possible sub-keys; this
information can be used to speed up the exhaustive search. As will be obvious
from the key schedule, the possible sub-key values can be enumerated by listing
the possible values for the two halves of the sub-key separately. This results in
about 225 possible values for the least signi cant 31 bits of the sub-keys in the
output transformation. (This assumes a 4-round Akelarre. Due to the nature
of the key schedule, the entropy of the sub-keys in the output transformation
decreases as the number of rounds increases.)

The last phase in our attack is an exhaustive search over 248 possible master keys
(see section 2.4), which requires a complete Akelarre encryption per possible master key. Checking 250 possible key values using sum-parity relations is certainly
going to be a lot less work. This leads to the following improvement: Using only
60 chosen plaintexts, we search for for K1 and K4 in parallel using equation 2.
There are about 225 possible values for each of these two values, which gives us
a total of 250 possible values for the pair. We can expect to nd the right values
(that satisfy all the sum-parity relations) in about 249 tries. The computational
e ort in this phase is still negligable compared to the e ort required in the last
phase of our attack, as each of the operations in this phase is far less complex.
The search can be improved even further if we take the non-uniformity of the
key-block distribution into account. From the key schedule it is easy to derive the
probabilities for each of the 225 possible sub-keys. This can be done by computing
independent probabilities for each of the two halves of the sub-keys. Our results
indicate that this leaves about 23.5 bits of entropy for each of the K  values. By
searching the high-probability values rst we can expect to nd the correct key
values sooner.

2.2 Recovering Input Transformation Sub-Key Bits
We can recover the 31 least signi cant bits of Z1(0) and Z4(0) as well. We could, of
course, perform the analysis from the previous section on the decryption function,
but there are much more direct methods.
Once we have recovered K1 and K4 , we can recognise whether two encryptions
have the same parity during the rounds. (We can decrypt enough of the output
transform; the key bits that we don't know a ect the parity in the same way
for each encryption.) Choose xed values for X1 , X2 , and X3 , and perform
encryptions for di erent values of X4 . This gives us sum-parity relations for Z4(0)
similar to equation 3. Using the same methods as in the previous step, we can
thus recover the 31 least signi cant bits of Z4(0) , and Z1(0) , using 232 exhaustive
search steps and about 80 chosen-plaintexts.
A more direct method is also possible, where every chosen plaintext encryption
reveals one bit of Z4(0) or Z1(0) . This eliminates the exhaustive searches for these
31-bit values, and reduces the number of chosen-plaintexts for this phase to 62.
The details of this method are left as an excersise to the reader.

2.3 Recovering Master Key Information from the Sub-Keys
We have recovered the 31 least signi cant bits of 4 of the sub-keys. Due to the
structure of the key schedule, each half of a sub-key depends on exactly 16 bits
of the master key.
Table 1 give the expected information provided by the partially known sub-keys
about the master key blocks, assuming that the master key is chosen uniformly

Sub-key

Z1(0)
Z4(0)
Z2(5)
Z5(5)

upper half

lower half

11.99 bits about k1 12.85 bits about k2
11.99 bits about k4 12.85 bits about k5
11.52 bits about k2 12.01 bits about k3
11.52 bits about k5 12.01 bits about k6

Table 1: Bits of information provided by sub-key about master sub-keys
at random. As the mapping from a master key block to one half of a sub-key is
not bijective, not all 216 possible values of the sub-key half can occur. In fact,
each 32-bit sub-key has between 24.1 and 25.7 bits of entropy.
Some of the master key blocks in uence two of the recovered sub-keys. In this
case we can expect to be left with a single possible value for this master key block.
(As there are only 16 bits in a master key block, we can't have more than 16 bits
of information about it.)
An interesting observation is that the amount of information that we get about
the master key depends eratically on the number of rounds, due to the alignment
of the known sub-keys in the key schedule. In some cases the known sub-keys are
all derived from 4 of the master key blocks, while in other cases they are derived
from 7 master key blocks. If we increase the number of rounds to 5, we can expect
to get about 7 bits more information about the master key blocks, making the
5-round Akelarre signi cantly weaker against our attack than the 4-round version.

2.4 Recovering the Entire Master Key
Adding up the information that we get, we can expect to have 80 bits of information about the 128-bit key. This leaves about 248 possible master key values.
These are easy to enumerate: For each master key block we create a list of all
possible values. For those master key blocks that in uence some of the known
sub-keys, we try all 216 possible values and discard those that don't match the
known sub-key bits. We will be left with 2 master key blocks that are fully known,
4 master key blocks that are partially known, and 2 master key blocks that are
unknown. The cartesian product of these 8 lists enumerates the possible values
for the master key.
Using an exhaustive search over these possible master key values, we can expect
to nd the entire 128-bit master key after at most 248 tries, with an expected
workload of 247 tries.

3 A second attack
Our second attack uses the observation that the Akelarre round function has a lot
of excellent di erential characteristics. In fact, any 64-bit pattern repeated once
to form a 128-bit word gives a di erential 1-round characteristic with probability
1, and the output di erential is a rotation of the input di erential. Thus, the
Akelarre round function has 264 1-round di erential characteristics with probability 1.
The set of di erences we are particularly interested in are those with exactly 2
one bits, where the bits are 64 bit-positions apart. If such a di erential occurs
during the rounds we can easilly detect this from the ciphertext. So if we use an
input di erential that ips one bit in X3 and the corresponding bit in X1 , we can
detect if the ipped bit in X1 resulted in the same bit being ipped in the output
of the input transformation. This gives us one bit of information about the rst
key block of the input transformation.
Using 63 chosen plaintexts, we can recover the same 62 bits of information about
the key of the input transformation as we did in the previous attack, but now
without any exhaustive searching. Once we have these key bits, we can generate
all 62 di erentials we are interested in, and use these to recover the 62 bits of the
output transformation key we found in the rst attack, again without exhaustive
searching. Furthermore, we can observe the sum e ect of all the 128-bit rotates
modulo 64, which gives us 6 more bits of information about the expanded key.
Using some fairly straightforward precomputations this reduces the work load of
the exhaustive master-key search by a factor of 64, giving us a maximum of 242
tries and 241 tries on average before the key is found.
As about half of our di erential attempts in the rst half of this attack resulted
in the desired di erential pattern during the rounds, we don't have to regenerate
all 62 interesting di erentials to nd the 62 key bits of the output transformation,
but (on average) only 31 of them. This reduces the expected number of required
plaintexts to less than 100.
Further re nements are possible if we use the fact that the output transformation
key blocks are not independent of the input transformation key blocks. Using this
information, we can further reduce the number of required plaintexts.

4 Fixing Akelarre
There are three obvious weaknesses in Akelarre that we exploited in our attack.
The round function is parity-preserving, which allows us to attack the input and
output transformation keys irrespective of the complexity of the addition-rotation
structure, and irrespective of the number of rounds. The only elementary operation that Akelarre employs that is not parity-preserving is the addition modulo
232 . Replacing the xors used to mix the output of the addition-rotation structure
with the data blocks by additions would eliminate this property.

The di erential characteristics again work irrespective of the number of rounds or
the complexity of the addition-rotation structure. These di erential characteristics can be broken up by replacing the rotation at the beginning of a round with
a di erent function that does not preserve our characteristic patterns.
The key schedule is especially weak. Learning one bit of any sub-key gives immediate information about the master-key, although the designers state that the
key schedule was explicitly designed to avoid this property. The main problem is
the use of 16-bit blocks without any di usion between the key blocks. The 16-bit
block size does not allow any one-wayness properties. The only x would seem
to design an entirely new key schedule. One possible solution is to derive the
sub-keys from a cryptographically strong pseudo-random generator which uses
the master key as seed.
Even with these xes it is unclear how strong the xed Akelarre cipher would be.

5 Conclusions
For a 128-bit block cipher, Akelarre is disappointingly weak. The amount of work
necessary for a successful attack is three or four orders of magnitude less than that
of attacking DES. As such, Akelarre is not suitable for applications that require
even a medium level of security. And while the algorithm may be repairable, it
does not o er any obvious speed advantages over more established alternatives.
The weaknesses that we have found do not inspire con dence in the design process
used to create Akelarre. Even if all these weaknesses were to be xed, the resulting
cipher would still be tainted by an apperently ad-hoc design process and leave
doubt about other as yet undiscovered weaknesses. Therefore, we recommend
that the Akelarre design be abandoned.
Since the original publication the authors have published a new version with an
improved key schedule [AGMP97]. We have not investigated this new version in
any depth, but even the improved key schedule allows us to recover 31 bits of
information about the master key in a trivial manner.
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